**Dura Strand pointSIX lets you build fearlessly, in any weather**

Proven in the Pacific Northwest, its patented tapered edge holds the line on all four edges. A proprietary blend of resins and waxes blocks moisture, meaning sub-floors go down flat and stay that way. Engineered for strength, durability, overall performance, and backed by our 1-year no-sand guarantee, nothing can hold you back.

**Norbord**

Norbord is a leading global manufacturer of wood-based panels with 17 operations in the United States, Europe and Canada. Norbord offers quality, value and solutions that meet the needs of today’s marketplace.

**PRODUCTIVITY RE-FRAMED**

**HOLD YOUR EDGE**

**RAIN OR SHINE**

**LEARN MORE AT NORBORD.COM/NA**

**Dura Strand® pointSIX**

**Patented Edge Swell Technology**

**Small Taper Huge Advantage**

**Premium Sub-Floor**
**THE PROOF: 14-DAY FLOOD TEST**

Durastrand pointSIX has been extensively researched and tested in Norbord facilities. One test involved flooding Durastrand pointSIX floor panels with water for 14 days. The result: After two weeks of flooding, Durastrand pointSIX sub-floors dried out firm and flat, successfully minimizing the effect of edge swelling.

---

**SMALL TAPER — HUGE ADVANTAGE**

Norbord’s Durastrand pointSIX premium sub-floor features patented tapered-edges that are designed to be effective against edge swell. If the floor is exposed to rain or humidity, the tapered edges expand to become flush with the surface without ridging - the result, floors go down flat and stay that way.

- pointSIX taper on both 4 foot and 8 foot edges
- Engineered for strength, durability and overall performance
- Increase productivity by eliminating the need to sand joints
- Backed by a 50-year limited warranty
- One-year no-sand guarantee
- Meets or exceeds PS2 standards
- No core voids or knots and will not delaminate

---

**LOOK FOR THE DISTINCTIVE PURPLE EDGE FOR PREMIUM PERFORMANCE**

- 50-year warranty
- 1 year no-sand guarantee
- Learn more at Norbord.com/Durastrand